How to Apply CollidEscape

1. Step outside to clean, rinse and measure the surface of the window you plan to cover with CollidEscape. The entire surface of the window must be covered with the film.

2. Dampen the entire exterior surface of the glass with a spray bottle or hose. For the best adhesion, add a drop of dish washing detergent to the water.

3. Separate CollidEscape from its backing. Notice how one side of the film is tacky. This is the side of the film which sticks to the exterior surface of the glass.

4. Affix the film to your window leaving the half inch excess all the way round.
   *If your window is wider than the film, you will need to overlap two pieces of film. See “Seaming” instructions.

5. Cut and remove the excess and overlap with a razor or exacto blade.

* Professional installation is available anywhere in North America. Contact us for assistance.